Dear Princetonian:

The soaring peaks of New Zealand’s Southern Alps. The primeval hum of the didgeridoo. The famous profile of Sydney’s Opera House. A brilliant orange flash and splash amidst turquoise waters. The range of sights and sounds “Down Under” is like no other on Earth and is opened up to you on this comprehensive itinerary that offers the best of New Zealand and Australia—which also features the chance to snorkel for three days on the Great Barrier Reef.

Beginning on New Zealand’s South Island to enjoy its remote beauty, take in Queenstown’s spectacular vistas and explore Christchurch, where the Canterbury Museum demystifies Maori culture and art. Travel onward to Australia and sophisticated Sydney, a city renowned for its magnificent harbor setting, white sandy beaches, and brilliant architecture. Visit the famous Opera House and Yiribana Gallery, which houses an extensive collection of traditional and modern Aboriginal art.

A highlight of this Journey is the exclusive three-night cruise aboard the Coral Princess. Known for the warm hospitality of her crew and carefree ambiance, this stylish vessel moors at secluded reefs and islands allowing one to observe the drama of the underwater world from the comfort of a glass-bottomed boat or while snorkeling.

Princeton travelers will share this experience on land and sea with those from the Association of Yale Alumni. Space is limited, so contact the Princeton Journeys team at (609) 258-8686 or journeys@princeton.edu to book as soon as possible—and before July 20, 2010, while Early Booking Savings are still available.

Sincerely,

Margaret M. Miller

Margaret M. Miller ’80
Assistant Vice President for Alumni Affairs and
Director, Office of the Alumni Association
Princeton University

Cover: Cruise on Milford Sound and appreciate the splendid beauty of one of nature’s most spectacular creations.
U.S.
Sunday, March 6 & Monday, March 7
Depart for New Zealand. Cross the International Date Line.

QUEENSTOWN, NEW ZEALAND
Tuesday, March 8
Arrive in Queenstown and check into the NOVOTEL LAKESIDE HOTEL, located on the shores of Lake Wakatipu in the heart of this quintessential New Zealand city.

QUEENSTOWN
Wednesday, March 9
The morning tour reveals the charm and treasures of Queenstown and its environs. Step back into the pioneering days of the 1860's gold rush during a visit to the historic mining settlement of Arrowtown, where old-time pubs and traditional shops are reminiscent of America's Old West. In the Lakes District Museum, fascinating exhibits paint a vivid and authentic portrait of 19th-century life in New Zealand's frontier country. Stop at the historic Kawarau suspension bridge, constructed in the 1880s and made famous for its bungee jumpers, and ascend Bob's Peak aboard a gondola for breathtaking panoramic views of Queenstown, Lake Wakatipu and the Southern Alps. The afternoon and evening are free for independent pursuits.

QUEENSTOWN/MILFORD SOUND/TE ANAU
Thursday, March 10
Words cannot fully describe the sublime beauty of Milford Sound, a spectacular fjord-like inlet where towering mountains plunge into the sea and waterfalls cascade down verdant slopes, misting into a vast, ever-changing sequence of small rainbows. Enjoy a scenic drive to Fiordland National Park and cruise in the harbor during this evening's sunset.

QUEENSTOWN/CHRISTCHURCH
Friday, March 11
Return to Queenstown and fly to Christchurch. Nearby Christchurch, stop at a working sheep farm. Here, observe and learn about New Zealand's rich tradition of sheep ranching and sheep dog herding. In Christchurch, check into the COPTHORNE CENTRAL HOTEL, located in the heart of the city overlooking Victoria Square and the Avon River.

Saturday, March 12
Experience the Victorian charms of Christchurch, such as the handsome Gothic Revival Christchurch Cathedral and the historic High Street. Enjoy traditional Australian barbecue on the shores of Lake Pukaki. Savor a typical Aussie-style barbecue lunch with your ship's marine biologist.

Sunday, March 13 & Monday, March 14
Travel to magnetic Island, the largest of the Family Islands, where you can experience the Aboriginal culture during a visit to Tjapukai Cultural Park. Attend a demonstration on the fascinating ancient art form. Then, experience a guided city tour showcasing Sydney's lively harbor and multi-cultural residents. Enjoy colorful fish and fascinating sea creatures with mangroves, mountainous cliffs and green forests. Visit the Townsville to Cairns, with stops at Pelorus Island, Pelorus Island, and Magnetic Island. Enjoy a nature trek through the rainforest in search of the island's mysterious dugongs, the sea mammals.

Tuesday, March 15
Depart for New Zealand. Cross the International Date Line.

Wednesday, March 16
Travel to Magnetic Island, the densely forested tropical island. Visit the Aboriginal places and watch as the Aboriginal people. Enjoy a nature trek through the rainforest in search of the island's mysterious dugongs, the sea mammals.

Thursday, March 17
Marvel at the rainbow-like hues of the Great Barrier Reef and come face to face with the breathtaking wonders of this underwater universe.

Friday, March 18
Savor a typical Aussie-style barbecue lunch with your ship's marine biologist.

Saturday, March 19
Depart for New Zealand. Cross the International Date Line.

Sunday, March 20
Travel to magnetic Island, the largest of the Family Islands, where you can experience the Aboriginal culture during a visit to Tjapukai Cultural Park. Attend a demonstration on the fascinating ancient art form. Then, experience a guided city tour showcasing Sydney's lively harbor and multi-cultural residents. Enjoy colorful fish and fascinating sea creatures with mangroves, mountainous cliffs and green forests. Visit the Townsville to Cairns, with stops at Pelorus Island, Pelorus Island, and Magnetic Island. Enjoy a nature trek through the rainforest in search of the island's mysterious dugongs, the sea mammals.

Monday, March 21
Depart for New Zealand. Cross the International Date Line.

Tuesday, March 22
Travel to Magnetic Island, the densely forested tropical island. Visit the Aboriginal places and watch as the Aboriginal people. Enjoy a nature trek through the rainforest in search of the island's mysterious dugongs, the sea mammals.

Wednesday, March 23
Marvel at the rainbow-like hues of the Great Barrier Reef and come face to face with the breathtaking wonders of this underwater universe.

Thursday, March 24
Depart for New Zealand. Cross the International Date Line.

Friday, March 25
Travel to magnetic Island, the largest of the Family Islands, where you can experience the Aboriginal culture during a visit to Tjapukai Cultural Park. Attend a demonstration on the fascinating ancient art form. Then, experience a guided city tour showcasing Sydney's lively harbor and multi-cultural residents. Enjoy colorful fish and fascinating sea creatures with mangroves, mountainous cliffs and green forests. Visit the Townsville to Cairns, with stops at Pelorus Island, Pelorus Island, and Magnetic Island. Enjoy a nature trek through the rainforest in search of the island's mysterious dugongs, the sea mammals.

Saturday, March 26
Depart for New Zealand. Cross the International Date Line.

Sunday, March 27
Travel to Magnetic Island, the densely forested tropical island. Visit the Aboriginal places and watch as the Aboriginal people. Enjoy a nature trek through the rainforest in search of the island's mysterious dugongs, the sea mammals.

Monday, March 28
Marvel at the rainbow-like hues of the Great Barrier Reef and come face to face with the breathtaking wonders of this underwater universe.

Tuesday, March 29
Depart for New Zealand. Cross the International Date Line.

Wednesday, March 30
Travel to magnetic Island, the largest of the Family Islands, where you can experience the Aboriginal culture during a visit to Tjapukai Cultural Park. Attend a demonstration on the fascinating ancient art form. Then, experience a guided city tour showcasing Sydney's lively harbor and multi-cultural residents. Enjoy colorful fish and fascinating sea creatures with mangroves, mountainous cliffs and green forests. Visit the Townsville to Cairns, with stops at Pelorus Island, Pelorus Island, and Magnetic Island. Enjoy a nature trek through the rainforest in search of the island's mysterious dugongs, the sea mammals.

Thursday, March 31
Depart for New Zealand. Cross the International Date Line.
**CHRISTCHURCH/ SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA**

*Saturday, March 12*

This morning’s tour of Christchurch introduces you to the city’s most celebrated landmarks, including Cathedral Square, the University of Canterbury, Hagley Park and the Maori art collection at the Canterbury Museum, where a guide explains the meaning behind this fascinating ancient art form. Then, experience Christchurch’s classic English character during a expert-guided tour of the beautifully landscaped, 100-year-old, Tudor-style Mona Vale Homestead.

This afternoon fly to Sydney. Upon arrival, check into the deluxe Swissôtel, located in the heart of Sydney. The evening is at leisure.

**SYDNEY**

*Sunday, March 13*

Sydney’s stunning skyline, magnificent harbor and multi-cultural residents distinguish it as one of the world’s truly great cities. Its history comes alive during the guided city tour showcasing Sydney’s lively Circular Quay; bustling Chinatown; vibrant King’s Cross; the historical Rocks area, once the center of Australia’s first British penal colony and the site of early settlers’ homes; and Bondi Beach, where master surfers come to ride breakers the size of small mountains.

After lunch on your own, the specially arranged tour of Sydney’s magnificent Opera House, a UNESCO World Heritage site, reveals a unique perspective of this architectural masterpiece created by Danish architect, Jorn Utzon. Continue to the Yiribana Gallery, which houses the largest permanent exhibition of indigenous Australian art in the world.

Admire the city’s legendary skyline from the harbor during this evening’s sunset cocktail cruise.

**SYDNEY/TOWNSVILLE/ GREAT BARRIER REEF CRUISE**

*Tuesday, March 15 to Thursday, March 17*

Fly to Townsville and embark the Coral Princess.

Cruise along the picturesque shores of the densely forested tropical Palm Island and Magnetic Island, where Mount Cook, named for the great explorer, rises above lush hills carpeted with eucalyptus trees. Pelorus, or Yanooa per the Aboriginals, is a designated national park whose pristine and fragile ecosystem is protected by the Australian government. Enjoy a nature trek through the lush rainforest accompanied by the ship’s marine biologist. The island is also surrounded by a spectacular fringing reef, where you may encounter thousands of colorful fish and fascinating sea creatures including giant turtles, graceful rays and mysterious dugongs, the sea mammals didgeridoos and typical bush cuisine.

Experience the Victorian charms of Christchurch, such as punting on the Avon River.
mysterious dugongs, the sea mammals that many believe inspired the myth of the mermaids among generations of seafarers. Savor a typical Aussie-style barbecue lunch on Pelorus’ sandy white beaches before departing for the scenic Hinchenbrook Channel and the Family Islands, populated with mangroves, mountainous cliffs and green forests. Visit the Dunk Island Resort on the largest of the Family Islands, where you can relax by the pool or join an optional walk through the rainforest in search of the island’s more than 100 indigenous bird species and the elusive, blue-winged Ulysses butterfly.

Enjoy a full day at awe-inspiring Nathan Reef, with time to snorkel in the warm, tropical waters and explore the breathtaking tapestry of life, from brightly colored starfish and sea cucumbers to hundreds of types of coral, plants and fish. You can also experience this kingdom of coral while cruising aboard the expedition cruiser’s glass-bottom boat, accompanied by the marine biologist, who will talk about the Great Barrier Reef’s complex ecosystem.

**GREAT BARRIER REEF CRUISE/THETFORD REEF/CAIRNS**
*Friday, March 18*
Enjoy one last opportunity to snorkel amid Thetford Reef’s vast array of coral and sea life, which includes more than 1,500 species of fish as well as turtles and dolphins. After lunch, disembark in Cairns.

With an Aborigine as your guide, delve into thousands of years of Aboriginal culture during a visit to Tjapukai Cultural Park. Attend a performance of Aboriginal music and dance, admire traditional artwork, listen to the tales of ancient legends and participate in demonstrations of boomerangs, didgeridoos and typical bush cuisine.

Later this afternoon, check into the deluxe SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, located in the heart of Cairns, overlooking the marina. This evening enjoy the farewell reception in the hotel. Dinner is on your own.

**CAIRNS/IN TRANSIT/U.S.**
*Saturday, March 19*
Transfer to the airport for your return flight to the U.S.

**AUCKLAND PRE-PROGRAM OPTION**
Spend two nights in the picturesque port of Auckland, known as the “City of Sails” for its rich maritime heritage. Stay in a deluxe hotel in the heart of the city and learn about Auckland’s unique history and the fascinating culture of the indigenous Maori people.

**AYERS ROCK POST-PROGRAM OPTION**
Enjoy a one-night stay in a deluxe hotel in the Uluru Kata-Tjuta National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage site, near legendary Ayers Rock (Uluru) and the nearby dramatic Olgas (Kata-Tjuta). Walk alongside these mysterious geographical wonders, hear about the ancient history of their sacred Aboriginal places and watch as the sunlight affects them throughout the day, glowing a fiery red at sunset.

*Complete details will be provided with your reservation confirmation.*

Visit Ayers Rock—the sacred monolith known to the Aborigines as Uluru—in the Outback.
Coral Princess

Explore an idyllic world of tropical islands, spectacular coral reefs and abundant marine life while cruising aboard the Coral Princess. This intimate expedition cruiser is acclaimed for its exceptional crew and Australian hospitality.

Impeccably crafted and designed specifically to navigate these waters, this expedition cruiser is perfect for exploring the wonders of the Great Barrier Reef and is able to call at remote coral reefs inaccessible to larger ships.

The Coral Princess features an expert onboard naturalist who will provide insight into the Great Barrier Reef’s amazing array of marine life during excursions and lectures. The expedition cruiser is also equipped with a special glass-bottom boat for viewing the aquatic environment.

Guests are accommodated in only 25 tastefully appointed outside cabins featuring private bathroom facilities and individual climate control. Cabins offer two twin beds or one double bed.

Meals are served daily in single, unassigned seatings in the dining room, where skilled chefs specialize in Australian cuisine prepared with local ingredients, including fresh seafood. Complimentary coffee and tea are available around the clock.

There are two lounges, a fully stocked bar, boutique and reference library. Recreational facilities include a sun deck, spa pool and comprehensive dive shop that provides an array of swimming, snorkeling and diving accessories and equipment.
The Wonders of the Great Barrier Reef

The azure tropical waters of the Coral Sea surrounding the legendary Great Barrier Reef is a natural wonder like no other, comprising more than 3,000 individual reefs and 900 islands that span more than 1,400 miles in length. A virtual pageant of marine life, it encompasses tens of thousands of species of fish, coral, reptiles, plants and mammals, ranging from playful dolphins, multi-colored clownfish and giant green turtles to fluorescent coral, pink-striped rainbow fish and the lumbering dugongs affectionately known as sea cows. In the waters surrounding a single reef, as many as 250 species of shrimp can survive and thrive.

Revered for millennia by local Aborigines who depended on it for their livelihood, later “discovered” by the great explorer Captain James Cook in 1770, the Great Barrier Reef has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage site and enjoys strict environmental protections as an Australian National Marine Park.

The program offers the opportunity to experience this breathtaking tropical sea exhibition in a manner no visit to an aquarium can replicate. While snorkeling or cruising in the Coral Princess' glass-bottom boat, you will peer into this magical universe under the waves, where schools of tropical fish swim by in clouds of color, and intricate mosaics reflect a diversity of life rivaled only by the great rainforests of South America. By virtue of its smaller size and special design, the Coral Princess can moor off remote reefs, ensuring that the waters will not be overpopulated by other visitors and the ecosystem remains intact as nature intended. Throughout the cruise, the expedition cruiser's personable marine biologist will give interactive presentations and special lectures and will accompany you on all glass-bottom boat excursions and nature walks.
THE WONDERS OF THE GREAT BARRIER REEF

Known for the warm hospitality of her crew and carefree ambiance, this stylish vessel moors at secluded reefs and islands allowing one to observe the drama of the marine life in its natural habitat. Throughout the cruise, you will have the opportunity to participate in a range of informative lectures and programs designed to enhance your understanding of the Great Barrier Reef and its surrounds.

The soaring peaks of New Zealand’s Southern Alps. The remote and rugged coastline of Australia’s eastern coastline. The Great Barrier Reef that spans more than 1,400 miles in length. These are a few of the many wonders that span the length and breadth of Australia and New Zealand–which also features the chance to splash amidst turquoise waters. The range of sights and sounds “Down Under” is like no other on Earth and is opened up to you on this comprehensive itinerary.

The Great Barrier Reef is a natural wonder like no other, comprising 2,900 coral reefs and 900 islands that span more than 1,400 miles in length. This magnificent natural wonder was discovered by the great explorer Captain James Cook during a voyage to the Pacific in 1770. Revered for millennia by local Aborigines, the Great Barrier Reef is also one of the great natural wonders of the world. It was honored as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1981.

A highlight of this Journey is the exclusive three-night cruise aboard the CORAL PRINCESS. SOPHISTICATED SYDNEY, a city renowned for its magnificent harbor setting, white beaches, and sparkling climate, provides the ideal location from which to begin our cherished “Australia & New Zealand” program. We will then proceed to the rugged wilds of New Zealand, to the “Land of the Long White Cloud,” where we will explore this beautiful island nation. Then, we will fly to the magnificent Northern Territory of Australia, which includes lavish Ayers Rock, the heart of Australia’s Aboriginal culture. A friendly and welcoming peoples, abounding in native wildlife, awaits you on this final leg of our wonderful cruise.

**TARIFF** (per person, based on double occupancy)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cabin Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Early Booking Price (through July 20, 2010)</th>
<th>Regular Price (after July 20, 2010)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Standard cabin with two twin beds and porthole. 105 square feet. Deck D.</td>
<td>$5695</td>
<td>$6695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Standard cabin with two twin beds and window. 105 square feet. Deck C, forward.</td>
<td>$5695</td>
<td>$7695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Larger cabin with two twin beds or one double bed and window. 140 square feet. Deck C.</td>
<td>$7695</td>
<td>$8695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Superior cabin with two twin beds or one double bed and window. 150 square feet. Deck B.</td>
<td>$7895</td>
<td>$8895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Deluxe cabin with two twin beds or one double bed, a sofa and window. 180 square feet. Decks A and B.</td>
<td>$8395</td>
<td>$9395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Singles are available in category 2 at $9595 on or before July 20, 2010. Add $1000 for reservations made after July 20, 2010.

* Taxes are included.

**AUSTRALIA • NEW ZEALAND RESERVATION FORM**

Send to: Princeton Journeys  
John Maclean House, P.O. Box 291  
Princeton, NJ 08542-0291

Title Full name (exactly as it appears on your passport) Princeton Affiliation

Address (no P.O. Box number please)

City State ZIP Code

Telephone: (Home) (Business)

Email Address (Mobile)

Preferred name(s) on badge(s) Tour No. 037-03/06/11-114

Please make my/our reservation(s) in category:

1st Choice  2nd Choice 

☑ Double occupancy (one double bed).

☑ Double occupancy (two twin beds).

☑ Single accommodations.

☑ I am reserving as a single but prefer to share accommodations and will allow you to select my roommate (shares cannot be guaranteed).

☑ Auckland Pre-Program Reservations  
☐ Double at $930 per person.

☐ Single at $1230 per person.

☑ I am reserving as a single but prefer to share accommodations and will allow you to select my roommate (shares cannot be guaranteed).

☑ Ayers Rock Post-Program Reservations  
☐ Double at $1095 per person.

☐ Single at $1295 per person.

☑ I am reserving as a single but prefer to share accommodations and will allow you to select my roommate (shares cannot be guaranteed).

*Price includes flight from Cairns to Ayers Rock.

☑ I/we want you to book my/our air from 

(fill in departure city)

to Queenstown, New Zealand, with return from Cairns, Australia, at an additional cost to be advised.  

Class: ☑ Economy ☑ Business ☑ First

Enclosed is my/our check(s) for $ as deposit ($600 per person, plus $200 per person Auckland Pre-Program and/or $200 per person Ayers Rock Post-Program). Make check(s) payable to Thomas P. Gohagan & Company.

 Deposits can also be made by credit card; however, all FINAL payments are required to be made by check or wire transfer by December 1, 2010.

☑ I/we authorize you to charge my/our deposit to: ☑ Visa ☑ MasterCard

Card Number Exp. Date

Signature as it appears on credit card

Any controversy or claim arising from or related to this contract shall be arbitrated in accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration Association or a similar organization.

By forwarding of deposit, the participant agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this contract. In addition and without limitation, Gohagan is not responsible for changes to trips or travel arrangements or any transportation mechanism to arrive or depart on time.

Any transportation mechanism is a vessel. Deposits, in the event of cancellation, are non-refundable. In the event a “discounted” reservation must be cancelled, no “replacement” reservation can be substituted at the discounted rate.
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See the stunning sights of the Great Barrier Reef up-close as you snorkel in its pristine waters.

Gohagan reserves the right to change the itinerary or trip features at any time and for any reason, with or without notice, and Gohagan shall not be liable for any loss of any kind, as a result of any such changes. Gohagan may cancel a trip for any reason whatsoever; if so, its sole responsibility is to refund monies paid by the participant to it. Gohagan is not required to cancel any trip for any reason including, but not limited to, without limitation, United States Department of State, World Health Organization or other Warnings or Advisories of any kind. All fares, as well as ship schedules, port calls, hours of arrival and departure, special programs and guest lecture series (if applicable), are subject to change or cancellation without prior notice. Gohagan shall not be required to refund any portion of the fare or make any other compensation under these circumstances. Gohagan is not responsible for penalties assessed by air carriers resulting from operational and/or itinerary changes, even if Gohagan makes the flight arrangements or cancels the trip. Gohagan reserves the right to substitute vessels or hotels of a similar category for those listed in this brochure. Gohagan reserves the right to increase the tour price in the event of cost increases due to changes in airfares, currency fluctuations or fuel surcharges and all such increases are to be paid to Gohagan upon notice to the tour participant of such increases.

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY:
Thomas P. Gohagan & Company, P.O. Box 29, Princeton, NJ 08542-0291

Arrangements for all or any part of the trip will not be effective until received in writing to Thomas P. Gohagan & Company. Preferred names on badge(s) must be submitted in writing to Thomas P. Gohagan & Company. Participants must be able to climb stairs and step over bulkheads aboard the ship without assistance. CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS: Cancellations for all or any part of the trip will not be effective until received in writing to Thomas P. Gohagan & Company. Preferred names on badge(s) must be submitted in writing to Thomas P. Gohagan & Company. Participants must be able to climb stairs and step over bulkheads aboard the ship without assistance. CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS: Cancellations for all or any part of the trip will not be effective until received in writing to Thomas P. Gohagan & Company. Preferred names on badge(s) must be submitted in writing to Thomas P. Gohagan & Company. Participants must be able to climb stairs and step over bulkheads aboard the ship without assistance. CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS: Cancellations for all or any part of the trip will not be effective until received in writing to Thomas P. Gohagan & Company. Preferred names on badge(s) must be submitted in writing to Thomas P. Gohagan & Company. Participants must be able to climb stairs and step over bulkheads aboard the ship without assistance.